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ABSTRACT

Clone-and-own development is a simple and flexible approach to realize multi-variant software systems in practice but typically provokes costly challenges in maintaining a continuously evolving set of variants. Therefore, managed clone-and-own development is key to efficiently mitigate these problems. While supporting techniques have been proposed in the literature, hardly any of them have been evaluated in a realistic setting due to a substantial lack of publicly available clone-and-own projects which could be used as experimental subjects. Recently, we presented the benchmark generation framework VEVOS for simulating clone-and-own development. However, it is yet unclear to which extent VEVOS can cover key scenarios for evaluating evolving variant-rich systems. This paper examines to what extent benchmarks created by VEVOS satisfy evaluation requirements for evolution scenarios demanded by the community. In addition, we report on our own experiences when employing VEVOS within six studies and elaborate on necessary extensions we implemented into VEVOS.

1 INTRODUCTION

To meet specific customer requirements, today’s software systems compose a significant amount of inherent variability. Software product line engineering offers a systematic solution to customize and reuse software by relying on variability expressed in form of features which describe common and variable parts of such variant-rich systems [3, 32]. Despite the promised benefits, such as reduced maintenance costs, practitioners frequently employ the ad-hoc principle of copying an existing variant and modifying it to meet new requirements. This development strategy, known as clone-and-own [2, 7, 34, 46], may be chosen to reduce the time to market and high upfront investments [2, 7, 20, 21, 34] or because the need for systematic variability support is unknown at the beginning of development. While not requiring upfront investments, maintaining a family of cloned variants without automated support becomes infeasible once a critical number of variants is reached [2].

Given this observation, recent research investigates the continuum between software product line engineering and ad-hoc clone-and-own development. The efforts for supporting managed clone-and-own range from the controlled generation of new variants [19, 22, 34] and the synchronization of evolving cloned variants [13, 24] to the migration of clones to a software product line [8, 14, 18, 25], or systematic support for variant development in terms of filtered product lines [41] or variation control systems [20, 23, 42, 45, 48].

While these research efforts promise beneficial maintenance support, they are hardly evaluated exhaustively due to a substantial lack of demanding evaluation data. On the one hand, this fact is caused by missing openly available clone-and-own projects [37]. On the other hand, existing repositories miss a ground truth in form of explicit variation-aware data, such as feature mappings or explicit feature models [37]. For that reason, it is indispensable to come up with suitable benchmarks to thoroughly evaluate managed clone-and-own approaches. The community agrees that scenarios for benchmarking variant-rich systems should include the synchronization and integration of variants, the extraction of features and synthesis of a feature model, as well as the recovery of the architecture and testing scenarios, among others [44].

Recently, we proposed the benchmark generator VEVOS [37] as a framework to simulate clone-and-own development. In the proposed state, VEVOS promises to extract ground truth data from a C preprocessor-based software product line repository, such as
the Linux kernel, and simulates its evolution by generating variants across the version history. VEVOS provides the required ground truth data in terms of a feature model and presence conditions [3] for each revision. The variant generation samples the feature models to generate feature-aware variants, comprising configurations, feature mappings, presence conditions, and traces to the original product line’s code. While VEVOS claims to simulate clone-and-own development and to produce beneficial benchmark data, it is yet unclear to what extent VEVOS can satisfy key requirements for evaluating evolving variant-rich systems as demanded by the software product line engineering community [44].

This paper evaluates the capabilities of the benchmark generation framework VEVOS and reports current experiences. Particularly, we qualitatively evaluate to which extent VEVOS covers the requirements of scenarios postulated for evaluating evolving variant-rich systems [44] in Sec. 3. This includes scenarios for variant-rich systems that do not use clone-and-own development (i.e., SPLs). In addition, we report experiences from past and ongoing studies that use VEVOS, and report on required extensions to the framework we implemented in Sec. 4.

2 MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK
Managed clone-and-own resides between the two extremes of clone-and-own development and systematic software product line engineering. This section briefly describes the difference between both approaches, first. Second, it illuminates the state of the art in evaluating prototypes which support the maintenance of variant-rich systems, in general, and of managed clone-and-own, in particular. The latter concludes that a substantial lack of thorough evaluation of the prototypes exists because of missing demanding benchmarks. Lastly, we give an overview of VEVOS [37].

2.1 Clone-and-Own Development
The workflow of clone-and-own is a practical straightforward approach. Given a new requirement, existing source code is copied and modified to satisfy the new requirement. When developing and maintaining multiple variants with a version control system, an existing branch is cloned and the requirements of the new variant are added to the cloned branch. As a branch is typically associated with one variant, the development of each variant may run in parallel and without merging. Despite the flexibility and speed of integrating a new feature in the short-term, maintaining such an evolving variant-rich repository may prove complex and costly in the long-term [49]. Research on managed clone-and-own development [5, 13, 16, 22, 24, 29, 52] addresses problems, such as synchronizing common changes [5, 6, 12, 13, 31, 33, 34, 36] on branches or migrating to an integrated platform as a product line [8, 14, 18].

2.2 Software Product Line Engineering
In contrast to clone-and-own, software product line engineering defines a set of similar software variants systematically and upfront. The development is split into two major phases, referred to as domain engineering and application engineering [3].

At the level of domain engineering, a variability model, such as a feature model [3], declares common conceptual features which are shared between different subsets of variants. Furthermore, a variability mechanism establishes a common platform to implement, maintain, and compose the different features. Preprocessor directives (e.g., #if, #ifdef, etc) are a common means to implement an annotative variability mechanism [3]. The resulting superimposed source code is divided into blocks which may contain block conditions declared by the directives. We refer to the directive constraining a code block as feature mapping. If conditional blocks are nested, they implement a feature interaction which requires a certain combination of features to be fulfilled for the presence in a derived variant. Besides, build files may comprise file conditions which constrain the presence of the entire file. File and block conditions combined are denoted as presence conditions [3].

In the application engineering, a variant of the product line is derived, at best automatically. Given a total configuration of the variability model (i.e., a selection or deselection of every feature satisfying the variability model’s constraints), a generator derives a variant according to the employed variability mechanism. For example, when preprocessor directives are chosen as variability mechanism, as described above, a preprocessor takes the role of the generator to resolve all directives before the compilation of the actual variant. The preprocessor includes only files and code blocks whose presence condition are satisfied by the given configuration.

2.3 Evaluating Research on Evolving Variant-Rich Systems
As every software, also variant-rich systems are subject to frequent change during software development. While research on maintaining managed and unmanaged clone-and-own has advanced, it lacks suitable evaluation data which is in turn necessary for the research’s adoption. Strüber et al. [44] recognized this fact and conducted a community survey to identify requirements for benchmarks and classified existing benchmarks according to the identified requirements. They proposed a catalog of evolution scenarios that should be covered by benchmarks (cf., Sec. 3). Out of the 17 existing benchmark candidates proposed by the survey participants, only nine were considered suitable by Strüber et al. [44]. However, we found that they cannot serve to evaluate evolving variant-rich systems thoroughly [37], because they encompass either only a low number of revisions (e.g., [1, 27, 35, 51]) or no revisions at all (e.g., [11, 17, 26]).

Similar restrictions apply to other benchmark candidates proposed in the literature. The DoSC [53] data set comprises no variants, but only histories of independent subject systems. Berger et al. [4] collected a set of 128 feature models from open-source projects, but without source code and presence conditions. The ClaferWebTools benchmark comprises only academic projects developed by students [10]. A more recent benchmark by Michelon et al. [30] targets the evolution of systems in time and space [43] (i.e., version history and existing configurations). Two classes of variant sets exist in their benchmark: Sets addressing evolution in space and sets addressing evolution in time. Therefore, the benchmark contains the variants’ source code and history. However, the provided ground truth has no feature model and contains only partial presence conditions; they resolve the nesting of block conditions but do not encompass presence conditions of source files.
The benchmark generation framework VEVOS targets the simulation of evolving variant-rich systems. Therefore, we examine VEVOS’ capabilities and check whether it is suitable in evaluating research on evolving variant-rich systems.

It is yet unclear to which extent VEVOS is capable of simulating the evolution of different variants of the original software product line. The ground truth extraction, the second key component of VEVOS, provides ground truth data.

For simulating clone-and-own development by generating benchmarks, we proposed to extract ground truth data and employ it to generate new variants of the extracted feature models and annotated source code files. We give an overview of our benchmark generation framework called VEVOS in the following section. Up to this point, despite our introduction of the tool as benchmark generation framework, we conducted only a preliminary study to demonstrate the technical feasibility of our approach. From a conceptual point of view, it is yet unclear to which extent VEVOS is suitable in evaluating research on evolving variant-rich systems. Therefore, we examine VEVOS’ capabilities and check whether it meets the requirements for thorough benchmarks postulated by the community.

2.4 The VEVOS Framework

The benchmark generation framework VEVOS targets the simulation of clone-and-own development. Fig. 1 provides an overview of VEVOS which consists of two main building blocks, the ground truth extraction and the variant simulation.

Ground-Truth Extraction. To simulate an evolving variant-rich system, such as a clone-and-own project, VEVOS first extracts variability information from the version history of a software product line in which variability is implemented with the C preprocessor.

The ground truth extraction retrieves a feature model, feature mappings, and presence conditions at each revision within a specified range of the commit history. VEVOS exports all this data to a single dataset. Internally, the ground truth extraction builds on tooling for the analyses of software product lines, including KernelHaven, CodeBlockExtractor, KBuildMiner, and KConfigReader, explained in detail in the original VEVOS paper.

Variant Simulation. Given a dataset provided by the ground truth extraction, the second key component of VEVOS, the variant simulation, simulates the evolution of different variants of the original software product line. Therefore, the variant simulation can generate variants at each revision of the input history by interpreting and resolving conditional preprocessor directives. The generated variants are feature-aware in the sense that they consist not only of source code but also the variant’s configuration, feature mappings, and presence conditions. These feature mappings and presence conditions differ from those in the input product line because variants are generated by removing certain code blocks, causing offsets in the source code’s line numbers. To this end, VEVOS also provides a matching of each variant’s source code line numbers and the source code line numbers in the respective revision of the product line.

To generate variants, the variant simulation provides an extensible mechanism for sampling configurations (i.e., selections of features). This mechanism decides at each revision which configurations should be used to generate variants. The default strategy is to randomly sample the feature model at each revision to obtain random variants. Alternatively, a custom, predefined set of configurations may be used, or custom strategies may be implemented.

3 EVOLUTION SCENARIO COVERAGE

3.1 Coverage Assessment

In this section, we qualitatively assess VEVOS’ capabilities to generate benchmarks for common evolution scenarios of variant-rich systems. As a community effort, Strüter et al. [44] distilled eleven key scenarios of evolving variant-rich systems. The authors identify key requirements a benchmark should meet to empirically evaluate a respective scenario. We discuss VEVOS’ suitability as a benchmark generator for all proposed scenarios. In Table 1, we summarize all scenarios and benchmark capabilities as classified by Strüter et al. [44] as well as the capabilities of VEVOS [37]. Following the notation of Strüter et al., 1 marks a scenario as fully supported by VEVOS, 2 as partially supported, and 0 as not supported.

The first two evolution scenarios consider clone-and-own development and the migration to an integrated platform:

1.1 Variant Synchronization (VS) [13] targets the synchronization of variants with respect to common code when a change to one variant occurred. For instance, if the code belonging to a certain feature has been modified, the change should be propagated to all variants implementing the affected feature. A benchmark is required to contain the source code of variants before and after the propagation of changes to be able to evaluate custom change propagation operators. Therefore, the entire benchmark requires 2:

1 R1.1 Source code of at least two variants

While the input repository may consists of multiple branches only the main branch is used for the ground truth extraction.
Table 1: Benchmark capabilities as classified by Strüber et al. [44] (gray background) compared to our assessment of VEVOS [37]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Original Context</th>
<th>VS</th>
<th>VI</th>
<th>FIL</th>
<th>CE</th>
<th>FMS</th>
<th>AR</th>
<th>TR</th>
<th>FT</th>
<th>ANF</th>
<th>VZ</th>
<th>CPS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ArgoUML-SPL FLBench [26]</td>
<td>Feature location</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drupal [35]</td>
<td>Bug detection</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eclipse FLBench [27]</td>
<td>Feature location</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LinuxKernel FLBench [51]</td>
<td>Feature location</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlin &amp; BCWallet [17]</td>
<td>Feature location</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ClaferWebTools [10]</td>
<td>Traceability</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DoSC [53]</td>
<td>Change discovery</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TraceLab CoEST [11]</td>
<td>Bug detection</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>●</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>●</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**R1.2** Ground-truth source code of variants after correct propagation

**R1.3** Modifications occurring in at least one variant

**R1.4** Feature locations of at least one variant

As the filled circle ● shows, VEVOS satisfies all requirements: It generates the source code of any desired amount of variants (R1.1) and can simulate the evolution of variants: The variant simulation library implements the evolution of the product line in single evolution steps between two commits of the input product line. Thereby, the source code of a variant at the next evolution step serves as the ground truth for the result of a propagation and synchronization technique (R1.2). By diffing the state of the variant before and after the evolution step, a set of changes can be obtained to meet requirement R1.3. The location of the feature is part of the ground truth (R1.4).

2. **Variant Integration (VI)** represents the key task in extractive software product-line engineering [15] or variant-preserving migration [9]. It aims to integrate the variants of a clone-and-own project into a common code platform to migrate to a software product line. The overall task may be split into two sub-tasks: First, integrating a given set of products to an integrated platform. Second, due to evolution, it may be necessary to iteratively integrate further variants into the platform. The latter allows to still develop single products and is a typical scenario occurring in variation control systems. Thus, variant integration benchmarks require [44]:

**R2.1** Set of individual variants

**R2.2** Set of revisions of a software product line

**R2.3** Ground-truth software product line after correct integration

As discussed for variant synchronization, VEVOS may provide an arbitrary amount of variants from each revision of the product line history, which satisfies R2.1 and R2.2. Secondly, the state of the product line after a correct integration is available by retrieving the product line’s code base at the subsequent evolution step (R2.3). However, the product line comprises the correct integration of all possible variants, and researchers may require the correct integration of only a subset of variants instead. To this end, the variant simulation of VEVOS supports the derivation of partial variants from partial configurations. A partial variant describes an intermediate state where the in- or exclusion of features into a variant is decided for some but not all features of the product line. Thus, partial variants describe a subset of all valid variants and can be used as the correct integration for a subset of variants into the product line. Thus, VEVOS satisfies the third requirement and, consequently, all requirements for the variant integration benchmark.

3. **Feature Identification and Location (FIL)** describe the tasks of identifying the names of implemented features, and locating their implementation, respectively. Thus, feature location aims to detect forgotten or unspecified feature mappings and presence conditions. Feature identification and location are a crucial step for variant synchronization and integration. A benchmark for evaluating corresponding techniques requires [44]:

**R3.1** Variant assets, such as version-control history, source code, requirements, documentation, change logs, or issue tracker data

**R3.2** Ground truth feature list

**R3.3** Ground-truth feature mappings or presence conditions

The variant simulation of VEVOS provides the source code of generated variants, the initial commit messages of the input software product line (change logs), as well as any inline documentation (e.g., comments), all across the version-control history. While VEVOS cannot extract further assets, such as requirements, documentation, and issue tracker data, it could be implemented as a future extension. Since the variants’ source code is the most relevant input data for feature identification and location, we consider R3.1 as satisfied. VEVOS fulfills R3.2 because it provides the configuration of each generated variant as well as the product line’s feature model at each evolution step. As VEVOS provides feature mappings and presence conditions for files and code blocks, it also satisfies R3.3.

4. **Constraints Extraction (CE)** is a subsequent task to feature identification in which the constraints and dependencies between features are derived from any assets within cloned variants, notably their source code. Sub-tasks include the extraction of constraints either from exemplary configurations, source code or natural-language assets. Constraint extraction is an intermediate step towards feature model synthesis (next paragraph) to shrink...
the variant space and enable analyses, even if a full feature model is unavailable. A benchmark for constraints extraction requires [44]:

- **R4.1** Set of configurations
- **R4.2** Source code of at least one variant
- **R4.3** Natural-language assets, such as documentation
- **R4.4** Ground-truth constraints formula

VEVOS uses the FeatureIDE library to provide random sampling of configurations from the extracted feature models and also supports pre-defined sets of configurations, thus, satisfying **R4.1**. As before, **R4.2** is also satisfied. Feature models encode all constraints on features. Therefore, the feature models extracted by VEVOS can serve as ground truth, thus, satisfying **R4.4**.

Regarding **R4.3**, VEVOS provides two kinds of natural language assets. First, VEVOS extracts all commit messages of the input software product line. Second, inline documentation of the input source code (e.g., comments on methods) of the product line is included in the respective generated variants. While the input software product line may contain further natural language assets, they are not related with and integrated into variant-specific assets by VEVOS. In conclusion, constraint extraction from configurations, source code, and some natural-language assets is possible and can be validated against the feature model.

- **5. Feature Model Synthesis (FMS)** describes the task of eventually deriving a feature model from variants or their configurations. As the feature model is mainly computed from extracted constraints, the requirements to benchmarks for feature model synthesis match those for constraint extraction mostly [44]:
  - **R5.1** Set of configurations
  - **R5.2** Source code of at least one variant
  - **R5.3** Product matrix
  - **R5.4** Ground-truth feature model

For the same reasons explained for the constraint extraction benchmark, VEVOS satisfies requirements **R5.1**, **R5.2** and **R5.4**. A product matrix maps features (rows) to their variants (columns), thereby describing the entirety of configurations of all variants. As a consequence, a product matrix can be computed from (e.g., randomly sampled) configurations as done by VEVOS (**R5.3**). Hence, VEVOS supports all requirements for feature model synthesis benchmarks.

- **6. Architecture Recovery (AR)** identifies architecture models in source code. Such models describe the architecture of a code base at the level of modules and their relations, among others. Benchmark requirements for techniques on architecture recovery are [44]:
  - **R6.1** Source code of at least one variant
  - **R6.2** Source code of a software product line
  - **R6.3** Ground-truth architectural models

As software architecture is not a design goal of VEVOS, it is not supported. While VEVOS generates the source code from an input software product line (thus, meeting requirements **R6.1** and **R6.2**), it does not provide architectural models as ground truth (**R6.3**).

- **7. Transformations (TR)** refer to the automated transformation of source code, ranging from lightweight refactorings (e.g., consistent renaming of variables across the code base) to model transformations. Requirements to benchmarks comprise [44]:
  - **R7.1** Feature model and source code of software product line
  - **R7.2** Transformation specification, such as reference implementations
  - **R7.3** Ground-truth transformed implementation

VEVOS meets all requirements. It satisfies **R7.1** as the ground truth extraction yields the product line’s source code and feature model at each revision of the considered sub-history. While transformation specifications (e.g., patches) are not included explicitly in VEVOS’ ground truth datasets, it includes reference implementations in terms of variants before and after a transformation. The ground truth for transformations between variants (i.e., two generated variants at the same revision) as well as versions of variants (i.e., the same variant at different points in the evolution history) may be obtained by diffing. In conclusion, **R7.2** and **R7.3** are satisfied in the context of variability, but VEVOS does not serve other transformation scenarios.

- **8. Functional Testing (FT)** refers to research on any tests for functional requirements of the software system under study, such as unit, regression, or integration tests. In the context of variability in software, bugs might not only arise from errors in source code but also from wrong feature mappings or an ill-formed feature model [1]. The requirements encompass [44]:
  - **R8.1** Source code of a software product line
  - **R8.2** Ground-truth known faults
  - **R8.3** Co-evolving tests cases

As VEVOS is not explicitly designed for testing, testing is not well supported. While **R8.1** is satisfied by the input software product line, no data is available on known faults: VEVOS does not document known bugs and how they are caused (**R8.2**). Nevertheless, as long as the input software product line exposes tests (e.g., unit tests) researchers can still investigate the evolution of tests and their co-evolution with the remaining code base (**R8.3**). If feature mappings for the product line’s tests are known, VEVOS will even generate different tests for respective variants.

- **9. Analysis of Non-Functional Properties (ANF)** addresses requirements such as memory consumption, response time, or safety aspects. Non-functional properties are orthogonal to the systematic support of clone-and-own development. Thus, they are out of the scope of VEVOS and not supported.

- **10. Visualization (VZ)** aids developers in understanding software but also its variability [28]. While VEVOS offers various data which may be used for visualization tasks, it is not its primary concern to include specific visualizations for the simulation of clone-and-own development. Therefore, it does not meet the requirements postulated for supporting this scenario.

- **11. Co-Evolution of Problem Space and Solution Space (CPS)** refers to any research on how source code, feature mappings, and feature models evolve in parallel in software product lines or clone-and-own projects. A benchmark requires [44]:
  - **R11.1** Feature model and source code of software product line
  - **R11.2** Ground-truth revision sequence for feature model and source code

As all this data is available in VEVOS for the input product line and every generated variant, VEVOS satisfies both requirements.

**Conclusion.** Based on our assessment of VEVOS, summarized in the bottom row of Table 1, we conclude the following:
The coverage analysis demonstrates that VEVOS can generate benchmarks for the majority of evolution scenarios of variant-rich systems: variant synchronization, variant integration, feature identification and location, constraints extraction, and feature model synthesis.

3.2 Threats to Validity

**Internal Validity.** Our assessment of VEVOS’ scenario coverage depends on our understanding of the scenarios defined by Strüber et al. [44]. We might have misinterpreted scenarios or their requirements, and Strüber et al. [44] might not have identified all requirements for a scenario. Furthermore, we assessed the coverage without the involvement of an impartial referee. Thus, our assessment might be biased by our desire to cover as many scenarios as possible. However, we did a conservative assessment: If VEVOS failed to fulfill at least one requirement completely, we rated this scenario as unsupported (as for (AR) and (FT)).

**External Validity.** VEVOS has certain technical constraints (e.g., the extraction is built for product lines using the C preprocessor). Thus, a scenario being fully-supported does not mean that every possible case of the scenario is supported. Instead, it means that there is at least one case in which VEVOS provides full support. On this note, we based the assessment on our own experiences and subject systems known to us, and there might be cases that fulfill VEVOS’ technical constraints, but are still not supported.

4 APPLICATION EXPERIENCES

In this section, we present our experiences with employing VEVOS for clone-and-own research.

4.1 Application in Research Studies

We used VEVOS as a benchmark generation framework in a large-scale empirical study [39] (S1) and in several minor research studies (S2-6). Each of the minor studies is related to a bachelor’s or master’s thesis and primarily conducted by a single student. Each student had to download and use VEVOS independently and without prior introduction to the tooling. The only sources of information were the original VEVOS paper [37] and the README files of VEVOS’ GitHub projects.

An overview of how each study is related to the benchmark scenarios by Strüber et al. [44] is shown in Table 2. Most of the studies investigate variant synchronization (S1, S2, S4, and S6). One scenario investigates variant integration, feature identification and location (S3), and one scenario investigates the transformation of source code through refactoring. In the following, we shortly discuss the studies and the experiences we made.

**S1 Variant Synchronization Study.** In this large-scale empirical study, we quantified the potential to automate the synchronization of clone-and-own variants [39]. We investigated to which extent existing context-based patching techniques can be used to propagate changes from one variant to another. Whenever a variant evolved, all changes to the variant are automatically propagated to the remaining variants. In terms of the automation potential, we were interested in the applicability and correctness of patching.

**S2 Study.** In the first study, we used VEVOS as a benchmark generation framework in a large-scale empirical study [39] to quantify the potential to automate the synchronization of clone-and-own variants [39]. We investigated to which extent existing context-based patching techniques can be used to propagate changes from one variant to another. Whenever a variant evolved, all changes to the variant are automatically propagated to the remaining variants. In terms of the automation potential, we were interested in the applicability and correctness of patching.

**S3 Study.** In the second study, we used VEVOS to simulate the parallel evolution of features on different BusyBox variants. Using the ground truth of VEVOS, the student was able to automatically identify conflicts and their correct resolution. The main drawback, experienced by the student, is that the simulated parallel evolution is artificial. VEVOS considers only the main branch of a product line’s repository and omits information about parallel branches. Thus, the investigated conflicts were not directly reflected by BusyBox’s history, introducing additional threats to the validity of the results. We conclude that the simulation could be improved by extending VEVOS’ functionality so that all development branches are regarded in order to track the parallel evolution of features.

**S4 Study.** In the third study, we used VEVOS to simulate the parallel evolution of features on different BusyBox variants. Using the ground truth of VEVOS, the student was able to automatically identify conflicts and their correct resolution. The main drawback, experienced by the student, is that the simulated parallel evolution is artificial. VEVOS considers only the main branch of a product line’s repository and omits information about parallel branches. Thus, the investigated conflicts were not directly reflected by BusyBox’s history, introducing additional threats to the validity of the results. We conclude that the simulation could be improved by extending VEVOS’ functionality so that all development branches are regarded in order to track the parallel evolution of features.

**S5 Study.** In the fourth study, we used VEVOS to simulate the parallel evolution of features on different BusyBox variants. Using the ground truth of VEVOS, the student was able to automatically identify conflicts and their correct resolution. The main drawback, experienced by the student, is that the simulated parallel evolution is artificial. VEVOS considers only the main branch of a product line’s repository and omits information about parallel branches. Thus, the investigated conflicts were not directly reflected by BusyBox’s history, introducing additional threats to the validity of the results. We conclude that the simulation could be improved by extending VEVOS’ functionality so that all development branches are regarded in order to track the parallel evolution of features.

**S6 Study.** In the fifth study, we used VEVOS to simulate the parallel evolution of features on different BusyBox variants. Using the ground truth of VEVOS, the student was able to automatically identify conflicts and their correct resolution. The main drawback, experienced by the student, is that the simulated parallel evolution is artificial. VEVOS considers only the main branch of a product line’s repository and omits information about parallel branches. Thus, the investigated conflicts were not directly reflected by BusyBox’s history, introducing additional threats to the validity of the results. We conclude that the simulation could be improved by extending VEVOS’ functionality so that all development branches are regarded in order to track the parallel evolution of features.

### Table 2: Benchmark scenarios by Strüber et al. [44] related to the research studies in which we applied VEVOS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Variant Synchronization</th>
<th>Variant Integration</th>
<th>Feature Identification and Location</th>
<th>Transformation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For conducting the study, we used VEVOS to sample a random set of valid variants at each revision. Due to the considerable runtime overhead of generating all source files for each variant, we extended VEVOS by implementing variant slicing capabilities in terms of a file filter for the variant generation. Based on the filter, it is possible to generate only a desired subset of files for each variant. We consider this to be a useful feature for research in which only some files are of interest (e.g., changed files when considering evolution, or files implementing certain features). In the case of our study, VEVOS only generates files that have changed.

To simulate the evolution of individual variants, we replayed changes from BusyBox’s history. We were able to evaluate the correctness of the change propagation with the help of the ground truth provided by VEVOS. In total, we were able to simulate and evaluate half a billion evolution scenarios, which would not have been possible with any of the other benchmarks known to us.

**S2 Conflict Scenarios During Variant Synchronization.** In this study, the student investigated conflict scenarios that can arise due to the differences between variants when trying to propagate changes between them. The study focuses on change propagation conflicts that may occur when different features are developed in different variants in parallel.

For this purpose, the student applies VEVOS to simulate the parallel evolution of features on different BusyBox variants. Using the ground truth of VEVOS, the student was able to automatically identify conflicts and their correct resolution. The main drawback, experienced by the student, is that the simulated parallel evolution is artificial. VEVOS considers only the main branch of a product line’s repository and omits information about parallel branches. Thus, the investigated conflicts were not directly reflected by BusyBox’s history, introducing additional threats to the validity of the results. We conclude that the simulation could be improved by extending VEVOS’ functionality so that all development branches are regarded in order to track the parallel evolution of features.

**S3 Utilizing Partial Feature Traces for Product-Line Migration.** The goal of this study is to detect the impact of explicit knowledge about feature traces during the migration of clone-and-own variants to a software product line. The student considers a scenario in which developers documented feature mappings for some parts of the variants’ code base over time and now want to migrate to a software product line with the help of ECCO [22]. As subject system, the student considers ArgoUML, a model-driven development tool for UML models. ³ Originally, the student wanted to use the ArgoUML benchmark [26], but they found the benchmark’s ground

³ArgoUML: https://argouml-tigris-org.github.io/tigris/argouml/
truth unsuitable because it lacks feature mappings and presence conditions for individual source code lines.

Yet, as VEVOS was built for C preprocessor-based product lines, it could not immediately be applied to ArgoUML. Therefore, the student extended VEVOS by a custom ground truth extraction for the JavaPP preprocessor that is used to handle variability in ArgoUML. Using VEVOS, the student was able to generate all 256 ArgoUML variants with an enhanced ground truth containing feature mappings and presence conditions for each line of code.

In retrospective, it appears feasible to extend VEVOS’ extraction capabilities to other types of preprocessor-based software product lines. In the case of ArgoUML, the preprocessor annotations are simple and all features are known to be optional. This made the implementation straightforward, leading to an implementation effort of about six hours. The implementation of a ground truth extraction will prove more challenging if the product line employs a more sophisticated build system with conditional compilation and constraints between features. Moreover, the student did not have to change VEVOS’ variant simulation, which is empirical evidence that the variant simulation can simulate variants for any kind of preprocessor-based product line, as long as a ground truth dataset is available.

(S4) Matching-based Patch Context Resolution. In this study, the student investigates the effectiveness of code matching techniques during the propagation of changes (e.g., bug fixes, feature changes) between variants. The goal is to apply code matching to determine the correct location for a change. By focusing on the evolution of one variant, changes can be observed that should be propagated to other variants in the system.

We found that VEVOS was perfectly applicable for the scenario investigated by the student and no further changes were required. Similar to our empirical study [39], the student employs VEVOS to simulate the evolution of BusyBox variants, and uses the ground truth provided by VEVOS to determine whether changes in one variant have been propagated correctly to a target variant.

(S5) Effect of Variant Drift on Change Propagation. In this study, the student investigates the effect of unintentional variant drift on automated change propagation. Unintentional variant drift may occur by refactoring code only in some variants although the code is also contained in other variants [38]. To study the effect of variant drift on change propagation, the student employs VEVOS to simulate the evolution of variants of LibSSH, a multiplatform C library for the ssh (secure shell) protocol.

To simulate variant drift, the student tries to integrate automated refactoring operations into VEVOS’ simulation process. However, the student faces unresolved technical challenges, because VEVOS’ ground truth references locations in a variant based on file paths and line numbers. Some refactorings (e.g., moving functions or files) change the code’s structure, thereby, invalidating the feature mappings in VEVOS’ ground truth, which references line numbers. This problem has to be addressed before we can fully integrate the simulation of variant drift into VEVOS.

(S6) Applying Product Line Tooling in Clone-and-Own. In this study, the student tries to apply an analysis tool for software product lines to clone-and-own variants to detect potential errors prior to variant synchronization. The key idea is to exploit a technical similarity: Product line tools which analyze source code with preprocessor directives could be applied to variants if the variants also include preprocessor directives. Therefore, we extended VEVOS to optionally embed feature mappings into a generated variant’s source code in terms of C preprocessor directives. While preprocessor directives in product lines imply configurability, they document feature mappings in the variants generated by VEVOS.

The student experienced that in principle, product line tooling might be applicable to clone-and-own variants. However, further dependencies of the product line tool can introduce a technical barrier which is hard to overcome. For example, the dependency of the subject product-line tool on the product-line’s build system (here: kconfig) could not be met in generated variants. For such tasks, the variant simulation has to be extended to derive not only the source code but also related artifacts with variability. Whether this is possible for build files, is not yet known to us.

4.2 General Experiences

In this section, we report on general experiences we made during all the previously discussed studies.

Study Integration. Almost all studies using VEVOS use Java as their main implementation language. One study uses C++. The variant simulation of VEVOS is a Java library and could therefore be simply used in other studies implemented in JVM languages. Integrating VEVOS into the C++-based study proved to be challenging and is still work-in-progress. As a workaround, the student implements an adapter for the library in Java, which also controls the execution of their C++ executable. In order to increase the accessibility of the simulation in other programming languages, a rudimentary command line interface for sampling and generating variants should be implemented in the future.

Ground Truth Extraction. The build model analysis is the main challenge of the extraction of a full ground truth that includes a correct feature model, as well as presence conditions for files and code lines. Initially, VEVOS could only extract a ground truth for BusyBox and Linux. To do so, VEVOS uses the KConfigReader and KBuildMiner plugins of KernelHaven. These plugins are not very robust and easily fail because they try to parse files that are only generated when executing Kbuild’s build process successfully. Based on our work with VEVOS and by having a closer look at Linux’ and BusyBox’ build process, we conclude that writing improved extractor plugins is feasible. While the required domain knowledge about the feature model and build system can be read in the generated files, it can also be found in the existing build and configuration files. Here, a more sophisticated parser for Kbuild files could be implemented. By using such a parser, it should be possible to extract the desired domain knowledge for a much larger fraction of the histories of BusyBox and Linux. When inspecting further software product lines, it may be possible to determine further popular build systems and implement more sophisticated parsers for those as well.

As a simple workaround, we extended VEVOS and KernelHaven by removing the need to extract sophisticated feature and build models. This enables the extraction of a partial ground truth for repositories of arbitrary C preprocessor-based software product

---

4JavaPP: https://www.slashdev.ca/javapp/
lines. Instead of crashing when considering a repository besides BusyBox or Linux, the extraction now falls back to a naïve feature model extraction while the build model extraction is omitted. The naïve feature model extraction assumes that all encountered variables in a preprocessor macro are optional features (e.g., when parsing `#if A & B`, the variables A and B are added as optional features to the feature model as children of an artificial, abstract root feature). While this process does not incorporate any dependencies among features, it serves as a fallback in case extracting required knowledge fails. As a result, VEVOS can now be applied to any C preprocessor-based project by potentially sacrificing some accuracy, and with potential reduction of scenario coverage.

Omitting the build model extraction leads to loss of the knowledge about the condition under which a source file is included in a variant. However, not all product lines make use of their build system to implement variability. Moreover, different projects use different build processes, requiring a custom parser would be needed for each project.

We applied this workaround in scenario (S5). For (S3), we used a custom ground truth extraction that applies the workaround only to the feature model. For the remaining scenarios, we applied VEVOS' original extraction using KBuildMiner and KConfigReader.

Understanding the Data. While conducting the ground truth extraction was no problem, several students struggled with understanding the organization and contents of the extracted dataset. One reason is that the extraction also stored additional (and partially redundant) metadata, and students had a difficult time telling which data was relevant to them and which was not. Another reason is that students had no prior experience with preprocessor-based product lines and were unfamiliar with conditional compilation. This caused misunderstandings regarding the mapping of presence conditions to certain blocks of source code in the software product line. To address these issues, we suggest that a detailed explanation of the extracted data should be included, which provides more insight into how the ground truth’s data corresponds to artifacts of the software product line, and how the data could be used. Moreover, we suggest that the community should strive for a unified data format for benchmarks. Such a unified format could lower the difficulty of integrating different benchmarks in research studies.

Variant Simulation. While the simulation of variants is, in principle, possible for any study for which we have a ground truth, not all studies are equally attractive for simulation. The main limiting factor is the time required to extract a ground truth, and once it has been extracted, the time and the disk space required for the generation of the variants. For example, while Linux is a popular instance of a preprocessor-based product line, it is an unattractive subject for variant simulation because of its size. Extracting a ground truth for a single commit requires several minutes, sampling a set of five variants requires about two minutes, and generating the variants also requires several seconds. For most other subjects, on the other hand, it is possible to extract a ground truth for their entire history in less than a day, while sampling and generating variants is a matter of milliseconds.

4.3 Key Takeaways

By employing VEVOS for benchmark generation in six research studies, we collected the following experiences:

First, not all studies need to consider variants in their entirety. For our study on variant synchronization, we implemented variant slicing to concentrate only on changed artifacts of a variant.

Second, we found it challenging to correctly simulate the parallel evolution of variants stemming from a software product line. Considering all of a product line’s development branches might improve this simulation.

Third, we were able to extend VEVOS’ ground truth extraction to JavaPP-based product lines (i.e., ArgoUML) with little effort. This provides evidence that VEVOS can simulate variants for any kind of preprocessor-based product line.

Fourth, simulating variant drift still poses unresolved technical challenges because structural changes to the artifacts can invalidate the ground truth.

Fifth, some studies might require that the feature mappings are embedded into the variants’ source code in form of annotations (e.g., preprocessor directives, comments). We extended VEVOS’ generation capabilities to support this functionality.

Sixth, integrating VEVOS’ simulation library into non-JVM-based languages is challenging. A simple command line interface could improve the accessibility of the library in other languages.

Seventh, the extraction of a feature model and build model with KConfigReader and KBuildMiner is not robust; it only works for certain projects and commits. While a naïve implementation might serve as temporary workaround (cf. Sec. 4.2), a more robust implementation should be provided for common build systems.

Lastly, the ground truth data should be accompanied by a more detailed explanation, and the community should strive towards a unified data format for benchmarks, to aid researchers in integrating benchmarks. For such a format, existing standardization efforts (e.g., the variability exchange language (VEL) [40, 47]) could be extended.

5 CONCLUSION

We examined to which extent the framework VEVOS can aid researchers in generating benchmarks for the empirical evaluation of clone-and-own techniques. For this purpose, we classified VEVOS’ capabilities according to the eleven evolution scenarios for benchmarks presented by Strüper et al. [44]. We reported our experiences from six different studies using VEVOS in these evolution scenarios.

We found that VEVOS fully addresses the requirements of six out of eleven scenarios, and partially addresses the requirements of a further scenario. This is a considerable improvement over existing benchmarks, which address most scenarios only partially if at all. For five scenarios, VEVOS is the only benchmark to fully support them. With respect to its original intent, we conclude that VEVOS fully supports all scenarios which are immediately relevant for the evaluation of clone-and-own research.
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